Monthly Startup Inventor Showcase

The CCTS’s Optimizing Innovation, Commercialization and Entrepreneurship of Biomedical Research program is launching Monthly Startup Inventor Showcase in 2020 to help foster the entrepreneurial spirit among researchers, clinicians, staff and students.

The series will feature one inventor and one key resource from the innovation ecosystem each month. Inventors will share stories of their successes, failures, struggles and rewards from building a startup.

Mark your calendars! Each event will typically be held the 2nd Monday of each month from 7 – 9 a.m. in the Ross Auditorium with live streams to Nationwide Children’s Hospital and 437 Arps Hall.

Jan. 13 | Inventor Subinoy Das, MD, FACS, FARS – registration required [here](#).
Featured resource: Technology Commercialization Resources

Feb. 10 | Inventor Christopher Breuer, MD
Featured resource: NCH Drug & Device Development Services

Mar 16 | Inventor Melissa Bailey, OD, PhD
Featured resource: REACH for Commercialization

Apr 13 | Inventor Vish Subramaniam, PhD.
Featured resource: Funding Sources (TVSF, Accelerator Award & CCTS)

May 11 | Inventor Robert Baiocchi, MD, PhD
Featured resource: Drug Development Institute

Co-presented by:
Ohio State’s Corporate Engagement Office
Nationwide Children’s Hospital Office of Technology Commercialization

Co-supported by:
ADVANCE | BioOhio | Center for Design and Manufacturing Excellence (CDME) | Center for Medical & Engineering Education | Center for Research, Education and Advancement of Transdisciplinary Exploration (CREATE) | Drug Development Institute | Faculty Advancement, Mentoring and Engagement (FAME) | I-Corps@Ohio | The Innovation Studio | Nationwide Children’s Drug and Device Development Services | Ohio Innovation Exchange (OiEx) | Rev1 Ventures